Abstract-This paper proposes a recurrent self-evolving interval type-2 fuzzy neural network (RSEIT2FNN) for dynamic system processing. An RSEIT2FNN incorporates type-2 fuzzy sets in a recurrent neural fuzzy system in order to increase the noise resistance of a system. The antecedent parts in each recurrent fuzzy rule in the RSEIT2FNN are interval type-2 fuzzy sets, and the consequent part is of the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) type with interval weights. The antecedent part of RSEIT2FNN forms a local internal feedback loop by feeding the rule firing strength of each rule back to itself. The TSK-type consequent part is a linear model of exogenous inputs. The RSEIT2FNN initially contains no rules; all rules are learned online via structure and parameter learning. The structure learning uses online type-2 fuzzy clustering. For the parameter learning, the consequent part parameters are tuned by a rule-ordered Kalman filter algorithm to improve learning performance. The antecedent type-2 fuzzy sets and internal feedback loop weights are learned by a gradient descent algorithm. The RSEIT2FNN is applied to simulations of dynamic system identifications and chaotic signal prediction under both noise-free and noisy conditions. Comparisons with type-1 recurrent fuzzy neural networks validate the performance of the RSEIT2FNN.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE TOPOLOGIES of recurrent networks include feedback loops, which are used to memorize past information. In contrast with pure feedforward architectures, which exhibit static input-output behavior, recurrent networks are able to store information from the past (e.g., prior system states) and are, thus, more appropriate for the analysis of dynamic systems. Some recurrent fuzzy neural networks (RFNNs) have already been proposed [1] - [9] to deal with temporal characteristic problems, and have been shown to outperform feedforward FNNs and recurrent NNs. One category of RFNNs uses feedback loops from the network output(s) as a recurrence structure [1] - [3] . The authors in [1] and [3] proposed an output RFNN where the output values are fed back as input values. A recurrent neural fuzzy network is proposed in [2] , where the consequent of a rule is a reduced linear model in autoregressive form with exogenous inputs. Another category of RFNNs uses feedback loops from internal state variables as its recurrence structure [4] - [9] . The recurrence property in studies [4] and [5] is achieved by feeding the output of each membership function (MF) back to itself, and therefore, each membership value is influenced by and only by its past values. Recurrent self-organizing neural fuzzy inference networks (RSONFINs) [6] and Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) type recurrent fuzzy networks (TRFN) [7] , [9] use a global feedback structure, where the firing strengths of each rule are summed and fed back as internal network inputs.
All of the aforementioned RFNNs use type-1 fuzzy sets. In recent years, studies on type-2 fuzzy logic systems (FLSs) have drawn much attention [10] - [14] . Type-2 FLSs are extensions of type-1 FLS, where the membership value of a type-2 fuzzy set is a type-1 fuzzy number. Type-2 FLSs appear to be a more promising method than their type-1 counterparts in handling problems with uncertainties, and have already been successfully applied in several situations [15] - [18] . Some interval type-2 FNNs have been proposed for the automatic design of interval type-2 FLS [19] - [23] . A gradient descent algorithm was proposed for interval type-2 FNN learning in [19] - [22] . In the center-of-sets type reduction process, the consequent values in the interval type-2 FLS are rearranged in ascending order to compute the interval outputs using the Karnik-Mendel iterative procedure [19] - [23] . During the parameter learning process, the consequent values change, and their ascending orders and corresponding fuzzy rule orders should change accordingly. The parameter learning equations in [19] , [20] , [22] , and [23] did not explicitly address this fuzzy rule reordering problem. Parameter learning equations that considered the fuzzy rule reordering problem using a gradient descent algorithm were proposed in [21] . This paper proposes a rule-ordered Kalman filter algorithm for recurrent type-2 FNN consequent part parameter learning. The algorithm derives detailed learning equations, taking into account the rule-reordering problem in network output computation.
This paper proposes a recurrent type-2 FNN, i.e., the recurrent self-evolving interval type-2 FNN (RSEIT2FNN), for dynamic system processing. The self-evolving property means that the RSEIT2FNN can automatically evolve its network structure and parameters according to training data, i.e., the task of preassigning network structure (rule numbers and initial fuzzy set shapes) is no longer necessary. The major contributions of the RSEIT2FNN are twofold. The first contribution is the proposal of a novel RFNN structure with the introduction of type-2 fuzzy sets. Current studies on type-2 FNNs only focus on feedforward network structures to handle static input-output mapping problems. In the RSEIT2FNN structure, local feedback loops in the antecedent part are formed by feeding the rule firing strength of each rule back to itself, and the consequent part is a combination of current and lagged network inputs. The second contribution is the proposal of novel structure and parameter learning algorithms to improve the network learning performance. The aforementioned type-2 FNNs learn only parameters, where the structures are all fixed and must be assigned in advance. The RSEIT2FNN learns both the structure and parameters concurrently and online. All of the rules in an RSEIT2FNN are generated online. The consequent parameters in the RSEIT2FNN are learned by a rule-ordered Kalman filter algorithm to improve learning performance. The antecedent part parameters and rule feedback weights are learned by a gradient descent learning algorithm. Several simulations are conducted to verify RSEIT2FNN performance. These simulations also compare the RSEIT2FNN with recurrent type-1 FNNs, feedforward type-1 FNNs, and other type-2 FNNs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the RSEIT2FNN structure. Section III introduces the structure and parameter learning methods in an RSEIT2FNN. Section IV simulates three examples on dynamic systems identification and chaotic series prediction. Finally, Section V draws conclusions.
II. RSEIT2FNN STRUCTURE
This section introduces the structure of an RSEIT2FNN. Suppose that the dynamic system to be processed is a multiinput-multioutput (MIMO) system that consists of n u control inputs and n o outputs and that the control input and dynamic system output vectors are denoted by u = (u 1 , . . . , u n u ) and y p = (y p1 , . . . , y pn O ), respectively, where n u and n o denote the input and output dimensions, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the proposed MIMO six-layered RSEIT2FNN structure. The consequent of each recurrent fuzzy rule is of first-order TakagiSugeno-Kang (TSK) type and executes a linear function. The detailed mathematical functions of each layer are introduced next.
1) Layer 1 (Input Layer):
The inputs are crisp values. Only the current states x(t) = (u(t), y p (t)) are fed as inputs to this layer, in contrast to feedforward FNNs where both current and past states are fed as inputs to the input layer. To unify the input range, each node in this layer scales the inputs to lie in the range around [−1, 1]. Note that there are no weights to be adjusted in this layer.
2) Layer 2 (MF Layer): Each node in this layer defines an interval type-2 MF. For the ith interval type-2 fuzzy setÃ 
and
i. 
The two types of interval type-2 MFs mentioned before are also widely used in many previous studies [19] - [25] .
3) Layer 3 (Spatial Firing Layer): Each node in this layer corresponds to one fuzzy rule and functions as a spatial rule node. Each node performs a fuzzy meet operation on inputs from layer 2 using an algebraic product operation to obtain a spatial firing strength F i . The spatial firing strength is an interval type-1 fuzzy set and is computed as follows [26] :
where
and M is the total number of rules.
4) Layer 4 (Temporal Firing Layer):
Each node in this layer is a recurrent rule node that forms an internal feedback loop. The output of a recurrent rule node is a temporal firing strength that depends not only on the current spatial firing strength but on the previous temporal firing strength as well. The temporal firing strength Ψ 
where λ i q is a feedback weight and 0 ≤ λ i q ≤ 1. Equation (8) may be written as
5) Layer 5 (Consequent Layer):
Each node in this layer is called a consequent node and functions as a linear model with exogenous inputs and time-delay synapses. Each recurrent rule node in layer 4 has a corresponding consequent node in layer 5. The linear model is a linear combination of the current input states x(t) = (u(t), y p (t)) = (u 1 (t), . . . , u n u (t), y p1 (t), . . . , y pn o (t)), together with their lagged values. The outputỹ i q (t + 1), i = 1, . . . , M and q = 1, . . . , n o , of the ith consequent node connecting to the qth network output variable is computed as follows: (12) and (13) , the node output is given as
i.e.,
6) Layer 6 (Output Layer):
Each node in this layer corresponds to one output variable. The qth output layer node computes the network output variable y q using type reduction followed by defuzzification operations. In the type reduction, the type-reduced set is an interval type-1 fuzzy set [y lq , y rq ]. The outputs y lq and y rq can be computed using the Karnik-Mendel iterative procedure [11] . In this procedure, the consequent parameters are reordered in ascending order. Let (17) where Q l and Q r are M × M permutation matrices with elementary vectors (i.e., vectors all of whose elements are zero except one element that is equal to one) as columns, and these vectors are arranged (permuted) to move elements inỹ lq and y rq to new locations in ascending order in the transformed vectorsŷ lq andŷ rq , respectively. The original rule firing strength
T are reordered accordingly. To compute the output y lq , the new rule orders for ψ and ψ are Q l ψ and Q l ψ, respectively. To compute the output y rq , the new rule orders for ψ and ψ are Q r ψ and Q r ψ, respectively. According to [21] , the output y lq can be computed as
where L and R denote the left and right crossover points, respectively
(19)
and where e i ∈ L ×1 and ε i ∈ M −L are elementary vectors. Similarly, the output y rq can be computed as
and where e i ∈ R ×1 and ε i ∈ (M −R )×1 are elementary vectors. In contrast to the prior studies [19] , [20] , [22] , [23] , the outputs y lq and y rq in (18) and (21) are expressed in the original rule-ordered format. This expression is helpful in deriving the proposed parameter learning algorithm discussed in Section III-B. Finally, the defuzzification operation defuzzifies the interval set [y lq , y rq ] by computing the average of y lq and y rq . Hence, the defuzzified output for network output variable y q is
III. RSEIT2FNN LEARNING
The RSEIT2FNN evolves all of its composing recurrent type-2 fuzzy rules by simultaneous structure and parameter learning. The following sections introduce more details on the structure and parameter learning algorithms.
A. Structure Learning
The structure learning algorithm is responsible for online rule generation. A previous study [28] used the rule firing strength as a criterion for type-1 fuzzy rule generation. This idea is extended to type-2 fuzzy rule generation criteria in an RSEIT2FNN. The spatial firing strength F i in (6) is used as the criterion to determine whether a rule should be generated. Since this firing strength is an interval, its center is
The spatial firing strength center then serves as a rule generation criterion.
Structure learning of an RSEIT2FNN-UM is introduced as follows. For the first incoming piece of data x, a new rule is generated, with the uncertain mean and center of each new type-2 fuzzy set assigned by
where σ fixed is a predefined threshold (σ fixed = 0.3 in this paper) that determines the fuzzy set width. For each subsequent piece of incoming data x(t), find (27) where M (t) is the number of existing rules at time t. If f I c ( x) ≤ f th , for some prespecified threshold f th ∈ (0, 1), then a new rule is generated. Once a new rule is generated, the initial uncertain means and widths of the corresponding new type-2 fuzzy sets are assigned as
The network inputs are scaled to lie in the range [−1, 1] in layer 1. Equations (26) and (28) set an initial uncertain mean range of 0.2 according to this input range. If the uncertain mean range is too small, then the initial type-2 fuzzy set becomes too close to a type-1 fuzzy set. In contrast, if this range is too large, then the uncertain mean covers most of the input range. Equation (29) indicates that the initial width is equal to the Euclidean distance between the current input data point x and its nearest cluster mean average times an overlapping parameter β. In this paper, we set β = 0.5 so that the width of the new fuzzy set is half the Euclidean distance, and a suitable overlapping between clusters is generated.
For structure learning of an RSEIT2FNN-UD, the learning process is similar to RSEIT2FNN-UM, except that (26), (28) , and (29) are slightly modified. Equation (26) is changed to be
Equations (28) and (29) are changed to be
where setting of σ
is similar to (29) , and β is also set to 0.5. Like (28), the initial value of σ
is assigned to generate a suitable FOU.
Previous studies [24] , [25] have shown that different uncertain mean (STD) ranges generate different FOU areas and may influence the final results. In these studies, a constant uncertain range is manually selected in advance, and all MFs share the same range. In RSEIT2FNN, different MFs use different uncertain mean (STD) ranges, which are all automatically tuned using the following MF parameter learning algorithm.
B. Parameter Learning
The parameter learning phase occurs concurrently with the structure learning phase. For each piece of incoming data, all the free RSEIT2FNN parameters are tuned, whether the rules are newly generated or originally existent. For clarity, consider only the qth network output. The objective of the parameter learning process is to minimize the error function
Here, y q (t +
it is necessary to know the precise locations of specific antecedent and consequent parameters, and this is very difficult to ascertain when the rule orders are different at each learning time step. The proposed rule-ordered Kalman filtering algorithm addresses this problem by keeping the original rule order during the parameter learning process. This is achieved by mapping the consequent values in ascending order with respect to the original rule order [see (17) ]. According to this mapping, (18) and (21) are expressed byỹ lq andỹ rq , i.e., with the consequent values arranged in the original rule order, despite their changes during the parameter learning process. Based on this original rule-ordered expression, the rule-ordered Kalman filtering algorithm is derived as follows. Equations (18) and (21) can be reexpressed as
respectively. Thus, the output y q in (24) can be reexpressed as 
where the parameters are positioned according to the rule order so that their positions remain constant as the rule numbers increase during the structure learning process. Equation (37) can then be expressed as 
where 0 < λ ≤ 1 is a forgetting factor (λ = 0.9995 in this paper). The dimensions of the vectorsỹ TSK and φ TSK and the matrix S increase when a new rule evolves. When a new rule evolves, RSEIT2FNN augments S(t) as in (41), shown at the bottom of this page, where C is a large positive constant, and the size of the identity matrix I is 2(
The RSEIT2FNN antecedent parameters are tuned by a gradient descent algorithm. Detailed learning equations can be found in the Appendix. Finally, it should be emphasized that after parameter update at each time step, rule consequent valuesỹ lq and y rq change. Therefore, the two permutation matrices Q l and Q r in (17) should change accordingly at each time step.
IV. SIMULATIONS
This section describes four examples of RSEIT2FNN simulations. These examples include single-input-single-output (SISO) dynamic system identification (Example 1), chaotic series prediction (Example 2), MIMO dynamic system identification (Example 3), and real-time series prediction (Example 4). The performance of an RSEIT2FNN is compared with recurrent 
S(t) = block diag[S(t) CI]
∈ 2(M +1) n u j = 0 (N j +1)+ n o j = 1 (O j +1) ×2(M +1) n u j = 0 (N j +1)+ n o j = 1 (O j +1)(41)
A. Example 1 (SISO Dynamic System Identification)
This example uses the RSEIT2FNN to identify an SISO linear time-varying system, which is a problem that was introduced in [7] . The dynamic system with input delays is guided by the difference equation
This system has a single input (n u = 1) and a single output (n o = 1), and therefore, the two current variables u 1 (t) and y p1 (t) are fed as inputs to the RSEIT2FNN input layer. The current output of the plant depends on three previous inputs and one previous output. Therefore, the lag numbers N 1 and O 1 in RSEIT2FNN consequent part are set to 3 and 1, respectively. The training procedure for the RSEIT2FNN uses the plant output y p1 (t + 1) as the desired output y d (t + 1). In training the RSEIT2FNN, we use only ten epochs, each of which contains 900 time steps. As in [7] , the input is an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniformly random sequence over [−2, 2] for about half of the 900 time steps and a sinusoid given by 1.05 sin(πk/45) for the remaining time. There is no repetition in these 900 training data, i.e., we have different training sets for each epoch. This type of training is similar to an online training process, where there are a total number of 9000 online training time steps. There is no repeated training for the training dataset obtained in each time step. The structure learning threshold f th determines the number of fuzzy rules to be generated. For RSEIT2FNN-UM, two rules are generated when f th is set to 0.05. Table I shows the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the training data. To see the identification result, the following input used in [7] is also adopted for the test: (43) Fig. 3 shows the outputs of the plant and the RSEIT2FNN-UM for these test inputs. Fig. 4 shows the test error y 1 (t + 1) − y p1 (t + 1) between the outputs of the RSEIT2FNN-UM and the actual plant. Table I shows the network size, and training and test RMSEs of RSEIT2FNN-UM. [29] , which is a powerful network with both structure and parameter learning. As in an RSEIT2FNN, the consequent part of a SONFIN is also trained using the Kalman filter algorithm. The feedforward type-2 FNN for comparison is the interval type-2 FNN [21] , where all the network parameters are learned using the steepest descent algorithm. In the original interval type-2 FNN, the network structure is fixed and assigned in advance. Since an RSEIT2FNN uses structure learning for network design, the proposed structure learning in Section III-A is also incorporated in the interval type-2 FNN in this and the following examples. Comparisons are based on a similar network size, i.e., the total number of parameters in a feedforward type-1 FNN is similar to that in a feedforward interval type-2 FNN. The number of rule parameters in an interval type-2 FNN is larger than that in a type-1 FNN due to the use of additional free parameters in type-2 fuzzy sets and rule consequent part. Therefore, the total number of rules in a feedforward type-1 FNN is set to be larger than that in an interval type-2 FNN, as shown in Table I . The recurrent NN used for comparison is Elman's recurrent NN (ERNN) [30] , which is applied to the same problem in [7] . The recurrent type-1 FNNs include the RFNN [4] , the wavelet-based RFNN (WRFNN) [5] , and the TSK-type recurrent fuzzy network with supervised learning (TRFN-S) [7] . All these networks use the same training data, test data, and number of training epochs as the RSEIT2FNN. Table I shows the number of rules, the total number of network parameters, and the training and test errors of these compared networks. Among all the recurrent type-1 networks being compared, the TRFN-S achieves the minimum test error. The results show that the RSEIT2FNN achieves smaller training and test errors than the other feedforward and recurrent networks. We now analyze the practical computational cost of constructing an RSEIT2FNN. Since the functions in an RSEIT2FNN-UM are similar to those in an RSEIT2FNN-UD, only the former network is studied. All simulations are performed on an Intel 3.0 GHz dual CPU, and the programs are written in Visual C++. The total learning time of the RSEIT2FNN-UM mentioned before is 0.344 s, which is a very short time. We compare the computational costs for training the two representative networks SONFIN and TRFN-S for feedforward and recurrent type-1 FNNs. The SONFIN and TRFN-S take 0.891 and 4.407 s, respectively. The results show that the RSEIT2FNN-UM takes less training time than these two networks.
We consider the influence of the values of f th and β on the RSEIT2FNN-UM performance. The threshold f th decides the However, when the value of f th is too large, the performance saturates. One reason is that it is easier to get stuck in a local optimum when training a larger network. Another reason is that it requires a larger number of training epochs for network convergence. For a constant value of f th , smaller values of β generate larger numbers of rules because of the smaller initial type-2 fuzzy set width. Table III shows the RSEIT2FNN-UM performance for different values of β when f th = 0.05. The influence of rule number on network performance is similar to that discussed before. Table III shows that for a constant rule number of 2, the network performance is insensitive to variations inβ. The general rule for selecting f th and β is to set a constant value of β (e.g., β = 0.5 in this paper), first for the given problem and then to select f th based on a compromise between network size and performance. This example also studies the RSEIT2FNN test performance when the measured plant output y p1 contains noise. The test also uses the control input sequence in (43). The added noise is artificially generated white Gaussian noise with three different STDs of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.7. There are 30 Monte Carlo realizations for statistical analysis. Table IV shows the statistical mean and STD (denoted as mean ± STD) of RSEIT2FNN-UM and RSEIT2FNN-UD for different noise levels. The results show that these two networks have similar performance. The primary MFs in both RSEIT2FNN-UM and RSEIT2FNN-UD are of Gaussian type. The numbers of additional flexible parameters provided by the FOU in each MF of both networks are identical and are tuned by the same parameter-learning algorithm. It is reasonable that these two networks have similar performance in Tables I and IV. The performance of feedforward type-1 and type-2 FNNs and TRFN-S for the same noisy test patterns is compared with that of the RSEIT2FNN. Though the performance of different recurrent models is studied in Table I , this example only compares RSEIT2FNN with TRFN-S. The reason is that TRFN-S achieves the minimum test RMSE among the compared recurrent models in Table I. Table IV shows the average RMSEs of the feedforward and recurrent models for different noise levels. For the two feedforward FNNs, the test errors of the type-2 FNN are smaller than those of the type-1 FNN for different noise levels. The results show that the test errors of RSEIT2FNN are smaller than those of the other models tested for all of the test noise levels. Fig. 5 . Results of the phase plot for the chaotic system ( ) and RSEIT2FNN-UM (×).
B. Example 2 (Chaotic Series Prediction)
The chaotic system is described by
The study [31] shows that the system produces a chaotic strange attractor when the parameters P and Q are set to 1.4 and 0.3, respectively. The system has no control input (n u = 0) and a single output (n o = 1); therefore, only the state y p1 (t) is fed as input to the RSEIT2FNN input layer. The system is of second order with one delay, so the lag number O 1 in the RSEIT2FNN consequent part is set to one. The desired output is y d (t + 1) = y p1 (t + 1). Two thousand patterns are generated from the initial state [y p1 (1) , y p1 (0)] = [0.4, 0.4], where the first 1000 patterns are used for training, and the remaining 1000 patterns are used for testing. In RSEIT2FNN-UM training, the structure learning threshold f th is set to 0.3. After 90 epochs of training, six rules are generated. Fig. 5 shows the phase plane of the actual and RSEIT2FNN-UM prediction results for the test patterns. Table V shows the structure and training and test RMSEs of RSEIT2FNN-UM. The performance of an RSEIT2FNN-UD with the sane network size is also shown in Table V . Like the results in Example 1, Table V shows that RSEIT2FNN-UM and RSEIT2FNN-UD have similar performance. As in Example 1, the performance of the RSEIT2FNN is compared with that of feedforward type-1 and type-2 FNNs [21] , [29] and recurrent type-1 FNNs, including RFNN [4] , WRFNN [5] , and TRFN-S [7] . These compared networks use the same number of training epochs and training and test data as in the RSEIT2FNN. Table V shows the numbers of rules and network parameters and training and test RMSEs of these compared networks. The results show that the RSEIT2FNN achieves better performance than other networks.
This example also studies the RSEIT2FNN test performance when the measured plant output y p1 contains noise. The added noise is artificially generated white Gaussian noise with STD of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. 
C. Example 3 (MIMO Dynamic System Identification)
The identified MIMO plant is the same as that used in [32] . The plant is described by
This plant has two inputs (n u = 2) and two outputs (n o = 2) so that the four current input and output variables u 1 (t), u 2 (t), y p1 (t), and y p2 (t) are fed as inputs to the RSEIT2FNN input layer. The current output of the plant depends on the control inputs with one time-step delay and current plant states. Therefore, the lag numbers N 1 , N 2 , O 1 , and O 2 in the RSEIT2FNN consequent part are set to be 1, 1, 0, and 0, respectively. The two desired outputs for the RSEIT2FNN training are y p1 (t + 1) and y p2 (t + 1). During the training phase, the RSEIT2FNN is trained online from time step t = 1 to t = 11 000. The two control inputs u 1 (t) and u 2 (t) are i.i.d. uniformly random sequences over [−1.4, 1.4] from t = 1 to t = 4000 and sinusoid signals given by sin(πt/45) from t = 4001 to t = 11 000. In the RSEIT2FNN-UM training, the structure learning threshold f th is set to 0.07. A larger network is generated when f th is larger than 0.1. The threshold value (0.07) is determined based on a compromise between network size and performance, as discussed in Example 1. After the training, three rules are generated. Table VII shows the structure and RMSE of RSEIT2FNN-UM. To test the identification result, the two control input sequences are as follows: 
Fig . 6 shows the test results. Table VII shows the test RMSEs for outputs y p1 and y p2 .
For comparison, Table VII shows the performance of the memory NN (MNN) [32] , feedforward type-1 and type-2 FNNs, and recurrent type-1 FNNs studied in Example 2. The MNN is a kind of recurrent NN, and has been applied to the same problem in [32] . These networks use a total number of 11 000 training time steps as in the RSEIT2FNN-UM, except in the case of the MNN, where a total number of 77 000 time steps is used for training in [32] . The results in Table VII show that the RSEIT2FNN-UM achieves smaller RMSEs for both outputs than these feedforward and recurrent networks. This example also studies the RSEIT2FNN-UM test performance when the measured plant outputs y p1 and y p2 contain noise. The added noise is artificially generated white Gaussian noise with STD of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. are smaller than those of the comparable networks when there is noise.
D. Example 4 (Practical Time Series Prediction)
This example studies the performance of an RSEIT2FNN-UM for a real-world series database. The Series-E from the Sante Fe Time Series [33] is used (database Web site: http://wwwpsych.standford.edu/∼andress/Time-Series/). This series is a set of astrophysical data (variation in light intensity of a star). The objective is to predict the intensity of the star at time t + 1, y p1 (t + 1), according to its past intensities. This benchmark series is selected because it is very noisy and discontinuous. According to [34] , 2048 observations were collected, of which 90% were used for training and the remaining 10% for testing.
Since the appropriate number of lagged intensities for prediction is unknown in advance for this practical series, the lag number O 1 in the RSEIT2FNN-UM is simply set to zero. Only the intensity y p1 (t) is fed as input to the RSEIT2FNN-UM input layer, because the system has no external input (n u = 0), i.e., only y p1 (t) is fed as input to the RSEIT2FNN-UM for predicting y p1 (t + 1), and the past values y p1 (t − j) are automatically memorized in the feedback loops. If the appropriate lag number O 1 is known in advance, then more past values other than y p1 (t) can be included in the RSEIT2FNN-UM consequent part for a better prediction performance. The threshold f th is set to 0.03, and the number of rules is 6 (48 parameters in total) after 100 epochs of training. Table IX shows the test RMSE of the RSEIT2FNN-UM. Fig. 7 shows the actual and RSEIT2FNN-UM-predicted intensities. For comparison, Table IX also shows the test RMSEs of the feedforward type-1 and type-2 FNNs using the same input-output pairs. The numbers of rules (parameters) in the feedforward type-1 and type-2 FNNs are 12 (48) and 7 (49), respectively. The test error of the RSEIT2FNN-UM is smaller than those of these two networks.
A model called pattern modeling and recognition system (PMRS) was proposed in [34] to predict the same series. The prediction results using feedforward NN and statistical exponential smoothing (ES) method are also reported in that study. In these methods, an appropriate number of past intensities should be determined for each model input, which burdens model design effort. For example, the NN uses the past five intensities as network inputs. Table IX shows the test RMSEs of these three models, all of which have larger errors than the RSEIT2FNN-UM and the two feedforward FNNs.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new recurrent type-2 FNN, i.e., the RSEIT2FNN. In contrast to existing feedforward type-2 FNNs, this network is especially useful for handling problems with temporal properties. For RSEIT2FNN learning, there is no need to determine the RSEIT2FNN structure in advance because the proposed structure learning ability enables the RSEIT2FNN to evolve its structure online. Moreover, the proposed rule-ordered Kalman filter algorithm helps tune the consequent parameters online and improves learning accuracy. Simulation results show that the RSEIT2FNN achieves a better performance than existing recurrent type-1 FNNs in both noise-free and noisy environments. The FOU in the RSEIT2FNN helps handle the numerical uncertainty associated with system inputs and outputs. Therefore, the RSEIT2FNN has the potential to achieve better performance than type-1 fuzzy systems when dealing with noisy data, as demonstrated in the examples given in Section IV. Future studies will theoretically analyze the learning convergence of the RSEIT2FNN and examine possible practical applications of the RSEIT2FNN to temporal problems with noise or uncertainty. His current research interests include neural networks and fuzzy systems.
